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Abstract  Mobile virtualization is an approach to mobile device management in which two virtual platforms are 
installed on a single wireless device. A smartphone, a single wireless device, might have one virtual 
environment for business use and one for personal use. Mobile virtualization might also allow one device to 
run two different operating systems, allowing the same phone to run both RTOS and Android apps. In this 
paper, we propose the techniques to virtualize the cores of a multicore, allowing the reassign any number of 
vCPUs that are exposed to a OS to any subset of the pCPUs. And then we also propose the real-time 
scheduling method to assigning the vCPUs to the pCPU. Suggested technology in this paper solves problem 
that increases time of real-time process when interrupt are handled, and is able more to fast processing than 
previous algorithm.
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요  약 모바일 가상화는 두 개의 가상 플랫폼을 하나의 무선 장치에 탑재하는 모바일 장치 관리의 한 접근 방법이
다. 단일 무선 장치인 스마트폰은 사업용과 개인용으로의 가상 환경으로 사용될 수 있을 것이다. 모바일 가상화는 
또한 동일한 장치에 두 개의 운영체제인 RTOS와 안드로이드 앱이 동시에 수행되는 환경일 수 있다. 본 논문에서는 
멀티코아에서 각 코아를 가상화하고, 물리 CPU(pCPUs)에 배당된 여러 가상 CPU(vCPU)를 재 할당하는 기법을 제시
하며 또한 가상 CPU들을 물리 CPU에 할당하기 위한 실시간 스케줄링 방법을 제안한다. 본 논문에서 제안된 기술은 
인터럽트 처리시에 실시간 처리의 시간 지연을 해결하였고, 이전의 알고리즘보다 빠른 처리를 가능하게 한다.

주제어 : 모바일 가상화, 실시간 스케줄링, 하이퍼바이저 스케줄링 알고리즘, 멀티코아 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, the growing number of smart phones

during the last years has also led to an increased

number of mobile platforms where different

manufacturers provides their own platform such as
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Windows Mobile, SymbianOS, Linux and IPhone OS,

Android[2,3]. As performance of smartphone device

has been increased, previous virtualization technology

can be applied to the mobile phone with a hypervisor

called virtual machine monitor(VMM)[1,2,3]. In this

mobile virtualization environment, scheduling

technology is required to perform a virtual CPU.

In Multi-core system equipped with two cores or

more(multiple physical CPU), in order to run multiple

operating systems, it was needed that a technology of

virtualization scheduling which perform tasks which

virtual CPU was assigned. In other words, hypervisor

create multiple virtual CPU by virtualizing a physical

CPU, operating system is performed by using a

virtualized CPU in it. In this process, scheduler in

hypervisor is needed in order to allocate efficiently

virtual CPU to the operating system. Previous studies

about mobile virtual scheduling are most about how to

assign multiple virtualized CPU on a single physical

CPU.[7][8] To these multiple virtual CPU assigned to

one physical CPU require a policy which keep physical

CPU resources equitably and maintain appropriately

load balance. To determine how much allocate virtual

CPU to each domain, it should be set the utilization

ratio of physical CPU to hypervisor, scheduler assigns

virtual CPU to the domain according to the utilization

ratio.

Thus, fast interrupt processing requires the

information about load balance and fairness. According

to these calculations, hypervisor select the virtual CPU

which have the highest weight-value, and assign it to

physical CPU. The selected virtual CPU can be

interrupt or not. In this situation, because delay-time

of weight-value calculation is occurred, it does not

guarantee real-time process. In mobile virtualization

system which uses a separate I/O driver models

generally, interrupts occurred in a guest domain are

performed in the domain 0 which should handle

privileged mode. This brings about a late execution

time, when the interrupt are occurred, because they

should execute relevant interrupt in the domain 0 once

again.

In this way which execute virtual CPU on a single

processor, it need a twice execution time of

context-switching due to pass a virtual CPU running

in domain 0 to a ready queue and schedule virtual

CPU for handling the interrupt. So real-time

processing is difficult. However, as performance of

mobile devices is developing, research by using the

multi-core processors scheduling is needed for

minimizing the context switching and handling

interrupt fast.

Therefore, in order to ensure real-time processing,

we suggest technology that virtual CPU is scheduled

immediately without delay time for calculating fairness

and load balance by granting highest priority on it

when interrupt handles, and method for selecting and

assigning the best physical CPU among multiple

physical CPUs which can be assigned. Suggested

technology solves the problem that the real-time

processing is increased during the interrupt

processing, and is able more to fast execute

processing than previous algorithm.

2. Related Works
The Xen’s credit-based CPU scheduler is a

proportional fair share CPU scheduler built from the

ground up to be work conserving on SMP hosts. It is

now the default scheduler in the xen-unstable trunk.

The SEDF and BVT schedulers are still optionally

available but the plan of record is for them to be

phased out and eventually removed. Each domain

(including Host OS) is assigned a weight and a

cap[1,2,3,4]. A domain with a weight of 512 will get

twice as much CPU as a domain with a weight of 256

on a contended host. Legal weights range from 1 to

65535 and the default is 256. Each CPU manages a

local run queue of runnable VCPUs. This queue is
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[Fig. 1] Scheduling of Mobile Multi-Core Virtualization System

sorted by VCPU priority. A VCPU's priority can be

one of two value: over or under representing whether

this VCPU has or hasn't yet exceeded its fair share of

CPU resource in the ongoing accounting period. When

inserting a VCPU onto a run queue, it is put after all

other VCPUs of equal priority to it. As a VCPU runs,

it consumes credits. Every so often, a system-wide

accounting thread recomputes how many credits each

active VM has earned and bumps the credits. Negative

credits imply a priority of over. Until a VCPU

consumes its alloted credits, it priority is under. On

each CPU, at every scheduling decision (when a

VCPU blocks, yields, completes its time slice, or is

awaken), the next VCPU to run is picked off the head

of the run queue. The scheduling decision is the

common path of the scheduler and is therefore

designed to be light weight and efficient. No

accounting takes place in this code path. When a CPU

doesn't find a VCPU of priority under on its local run

queue, it will look on other CPUs for one. This load

balancing guarantees each VM receives its fair share

of CPU resources system-wide. Before a CPU goes

idle, it will look on other CPUs to find any runnable

VCPU. This guarantees that no CPU idles when there

is runnable work in the system.

Like Zhou proposed the scheduling problems in

virtualized environment, and find existing CPU

scheduling mechanisms do not fit for PSRT

applications. Aiming at both the soft real-time

constraints and synchronization problems, they present

the parallel soft real-time scheduling algorithm, and

implement a prototype based on Xen, named Poris.

Poris introduces real-time priority, changes the time

slice, and schedules all the VCPUs of a RT-VM at the

same time. If there is no RT-VM in the system, Poris

turns into the Credit scheduler, which can minimize

the impact on nonreal- time VMs[4].

3. System Architecture 
Figure 1 shows the physical CPU(PCPU0 ~ PCPU3)

is managed in Hypervisor scheduler, cache(L2 Cache

of P_CPU0 and P_CPU1, L2 Cache of P_CPU2 and

P_CPU3) is shared by each physical CPU, the

operating system (domain0~domain2) is running by

being virtualized, Virtual CPU(VCPU0 ~ VCPU17)
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[Figure 2] The scheduling block diagram 
of mobile virtualization system

which is virtualized for processing of each domain,

execution queue list. In the execution queue, a virtual

CPU has been ordered according to the highest

priority.

And each virtual CPU has the one priority among

'Interrupt', 'Normal', 'Idle'. If they have same priority,

each in front of queue has the high priority. If the

status of physical CPU is “Idle”, priority of the virtual

CPU which is assigned to the physical CPU is set to

“Idle”. When virtual CPU wake up from status of I/O

operation requests and resource lock, priority of the

virtual CPU is the highest(“Interrupt”). Each physical

CPU is assigned by virtual CPU which is lined in the

execution queue of each scheduling waiting list.

Sometimes, it can be migrated to virtual CPU in the

‘execution queue’ in other physical CPU and allocated

physical CPU. At this time, the policy is needed to

guarantee the Fairness and Load Balance of each

virtual CPU. In this paper, as the policy to guarantee

the fairness and load balance, it is maintained through

the number of implemented virtual CPU in each

execution queue.

In general, when interrupt occurs, the virtualized

system which uses separated I/O driver model

separates into guest domains (domain 1 and domain 2)

on which a front-end driver is located and the domain

0 on which a back-end driver is located. I/O related

interrupts are carried out in the domain 0 because the

interrupts which occur in the guest domains request it

to a back-end driver in the domain 0 through a

front-end driver.

Therefore, if the I/O related interrupts occur in

domain 1, a virtual CPU which runs in the

correspondent physical CPU stops operation and is

included in ‘waiting queue’ until the interrupt is

proceeded. It requests I/O execution in domain 0.

In domain 0, include virtual CPU into the execution

queue of domain 0 to carry out the interrupt which

occurred in domain 1.

In the existing scheduling method, these kinds of

interrupt is carried by scheduler which calculates

weighted value and select the highest weighted value

of virtual CPU in each execution queue considering

Fairness and load balance of physical CPU and then

assign physical CPU. It causes time delay of weighted

value calculation. It also cannot guarantee virtual CPU

of interrupt execution is assigned in physical CPU.

This process has a weak it cannot be used in which

real time process is requested such as mobile devices

and embedded devices.

In multi-core processor, one cache(L2 Cache) is

shared in every two cores, in general. This shared

cache is used to overcome the speed difference with

other devices by previously storing data which CPU

needs while the CPU is processing data. As the two

cores store frequently used data in L2 Cache,

performance can be improved.

Figure 2 shows scheduling block diagram of mobile

multi-core virtual system suggested in this paper. In

this figure, scheduler of mobile multi-core virtual

system includes Interrupt Process Module, Virtual

CPU Process Module, Processor Selection Module, and

Processor Allocation Module.

Interrupt Process Module investigates and detects

interrupts occurred when each virtual CPU is

processed and judge correspondent interrupt type.

Virtual CPU Process Module moves virtual CPU to

waiting queue and execution queue and give priority
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CPU Interrupt
Recently used

Virtual CPU
Status

Shared

Cache
Domain

Execution

Queue

P_CPU0 No VCPU0 running 0 0 0

P_CPU1 Yes VCPU5 waiting 0 1 1

P_CPU2 No VCPU10 running 1 2 2

P_CPU3 No - Idle 1 0 3

<Table 1> Information of Physical CPU

to process the interrupt. Processor Selection Module

decides which physical CPU should be allocated to

allocate selected virtual CPU in each physical CPU.

For the decision, the Information of Physical CPU can

be used as Table 1.

Table 1 shows physical CPU information to

determine what the physical CPU will choice for

assigning selected virtual CPU to them., CPU field is

the name of the CPU, an interrupt field contains

information about if the interrupt has been bring.

Recently used virtual CPU field contains virtual CPU

information recently performed at each physical CPU.

The Status field has the current status information of

the physical CPU(running, waiting, Idle value). Field

of Shared cache is cache information shared at each

physical CPU, domain field is for information of the

domain which each physical CPU is processing.

Execution queue field means number of queue.

In the Table 1, P_CPU0 with value 0 and P_CPU1

share the information inside of cache. domain field is

the information of domain where each physical CPU is

processing. P_CPU0 and P_CPU3 execute virtual CPU

about domain 0. Execution queue field indicates the

waiting queue number to execute in each physical

CPU.

In the physical CPU selection, it can happen in

several cases.

In the first case, allocable physical CPU is one. The

physical CPU which was executing virtual CPU stops

execution and moves to waiting queue if interrupt

occurs. To carry out the interrupt, the physical CPU

exists in the state of holding for a moment. Therefore,

the physical CPU is waiting to get allocated a new

virtual CPU. This is the case that interrupt process

virtual CPU is allocated in the physical CPU.

The second case is that the number of allocable

physical CPU is more than two. For example, physical

CPU which was executing virtual CPU with interrupt

and a physical CPU which is in the Idle state can

execute new virtual CPU. Even though a physical

CPU, which is in the Idle state, temporarily stops

execution, it can use the physical CPU through

changing of correspondent domain.

For example in the Table 1, according to the

information of the physical CPU, the physical CPU

with interrupt is P_CPU1 and P_CPU3 is in the Idle

state. Therefore, currently available physical CPU is

P_CPU1 which is in waiting state and P_CPU3 which

is in Idle state. When we consider shared cache and

the information of recently available virtual CPU, it is

the best to allocate in P_CPU1. After that, even though

the state of P_CPU3 is Idle, the target is about domain

0. Because P_CPU3 can use shared cache such as

P_CPU0 of domain 0, the process of virtual

CPU(VCPU6), which is waiting in P_CPU1, changes

into P_CPU3 and the process of virtual CPU, which is

waiting in P_CPU3, changes to be processed in

P_CPU1 and the information of physical CPU is also

changed.

The following is the information after the selection

of each physical CPU is performed in the above Table.

For the information of considering processor

selection, physical CPU in the Idle state, physical CPU

with interrupt, physical CPU with the least Time Slice,

and/or physical CPU with the most time slice.
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CPU Interrupt
Recently used

Virtual CPU
Status

Shared

Cache
Domain

Execution

Queue

P_CPU0 No VCPU0 running 0 0 0

P_CPU1 No VCPU5 waiting 0 0 3

P_CPU2 No VCPU10 running 1 2 2

P_CPU3 No VCPU6 running 1 1 1

<Table 2> Information of Physical CPU

[Fig. 3] Result of scheduling according to interrupt occurrence

processor allocation module(140) allocates virtual CPU

which is selected in selected processor. It allocates

virtual CPU which was selected in the Virtual CPU

process module(120) into the physical CPUs which

was selected in the Processor Selection Module(130).

4. Operational Verification
The Figure 3 shows the series of process upon the

interrupt when the virtual CPU(VCPU5) is executed in

the physical CPU(P_CPU1) based on the physical CPU

information of the Table 1. In order to handle the

interrupt, the virtual CPU(VCPU5) is moved to virtual

queue (1) and insert the virtual CPU(VCPU18), which

is related to interrupt handling process, into execution

queue of the physical CPU(P_CPU0), which is

executing domain 0 (2). The scheduler immediately

searches available physical CPU using the information

of the physical CPU in the domain 3 to allocate the

virtual CPU(VCPU18) into the physical CPU. The

scheduler allocates VCPU18 into P_CPU1 according to

the selection result (3-1).

In addition, even though P_CPU3 is in the Idle state,

it is the CPU allocated by domain 0. In order to

increase its availability, P_CPU3 allocates VCPU6,

which is not allocated because of interrupt handling of

VCPU5, into P_CPU3 (3-2). At this time, the scheduler
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changes the information of physical CPU to allocate

the virtual CPU, which exists in the execution queue

of P_CPU1, into P_CPU1, and to allocate the virtual

CPU, which exists in the execution queue of PCPU3,

into P_CPU1.

After handling the interrupt, if response interrupt

about VCPU5 occurs, VCPU5 in the waiting queue is

inserted into execution queue (4). At this time, VCPU5

has the highest priority (Interrupt) and it is instantly

executed by the scheduler. The process is the same as

the process above. Instead, because the available

physical CPU is only the P_CPU1, allocated physical

CPU becomes P_CPU1. Finally, the virtual CPU in the

execution queue 3 is allocated in P_CPU1 by the

information of the physical CPU when the Idle state is

withdrawn (6).

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the real-time scheduling

technique that aim to increase a performance of mobile

virtualization by high-priority interrupt-driven method

in the mobile environment. immediately without delay

time for calculating fairness and load balance by

granting highest priority on it when interrupt handles,

and method for selecting and assigning the best

physical CPU among multiple physical CPUs which

can be assigned. Suggested technology in this paper

solves problem that increases time of real-time

process when interrupt are handled, and is able more

to fast execute processing than previous algorithm.
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